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AUSTRALIA

Too Low For Xero?
Amidst weak market sentiment, Xero reported earnings last week and the market response was poor and while
brokers acknowledge the reasoning, the longer term theme remains attractive to most.
-Xero beats on earnings and revenue
-Misses on subscriber growth
-Plans further reinvestment for growth
By Greg Peel
It’s been a tough year for the Australian market and a particularly tough year for the technology sector. And
even tougher for companies within the sector considered “growth” stocks.
For stocks still in the growth phase – many of which have yet to post a profit – future earnings forecasts are
critical to valuation. Those forecasts are undermined if the cost of money through the period increases, and
that is brought about by higher interest rates.
The ASX200 technology sector is very much beholden to the Nasdaq, and whether or not this is justifiable on a
daily basis, there is no doubt Fed monetary policy aggression has impacted heavily on the US technology
sectors in 2022 and the same is now apparent for RBA policy.
Accounting software company Xero ((XRO)) picked a bad day to release its FY22 earnings result, as the mood
last Thursday wreaked of capitulation and no where was this more evident than in another big sell-off for the
technology sector.

Problematic Subs
Xero shares fell -12% on the day following its result amidst very weak market sentiment encouraging
trigger-happy sellers.
The reason for the response was twofold.
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It was not about earnings, which rose 11% on FY21, nor revenues, which rose 29%, in both cases exceeding
broker forecasts. It was not about average revenue-per-user growth, as this also beat expectations. ARPU rose
2% in Australia & New Zealand, 14% in the international markets and 7% at the group level.
It was partly about lower than expected subscriber growth, which fell -0.5% in A&NZ, -3% in the UK, -1% in
North America and -10% in Rest-of-World. But of those results, the UK was the surprise.
Brokers had assumed a better result given regulatory tailwinds offered by the country’s new Making Tax Digital
policy. Management noted, nonetheless, that the weakness was not Xero-specific, rather industry-wide, and
that two-thirds of small businesses in the UK still needed to make the change into FY23.
Investors were also disappointed that Xero plans to continue reinvesting for growth. Brokers had assumed FY23
would be the year the company began to see the benefits of recent investment, but operating leverage will
have to wait longer. Instead, management will continue to focus on reinvesting cash to drive long-term
shareholder value.
Yet in the absence of new acquisitions, Macquarie believes Xero will still be able to deliver positive free cash
flow in FY23.
In Ord Minnett’s view, Xero has a good case to make these reinvestments, as the opportunity set remains large
and untapped in Xero’s offshore markets. In addition, cloud accounting is becoming increasingly vital for small
businesses as they adapt to regulatory change and users are incredibly sticky, with less than 1% churn. Hence
the broker believes monetisation and operating leverage will come, although first you need to capture the
customers.
To that end, and considering the share price plunge on the day of the release, Ord Minnett upgrades to Buy
from Accumulate.
Morgan Stanley notes that like all software peers, the market is reassessing the right way to value Xero shares
amidst the turbulence of the current climate. But Morgan Stanley also sees longer term value, noting an
enterprise value-to-sales ratio of 9x (with stock price at $86.97) compares with a long-term average of 12x and
a peak of 25x.
Morgan Stanley retains Overweight.
But Macquarie notes Xero is still trading at premium relative to online accounting peers based on a one-year
forward enterprise value-to-sales ratio, and the broker is more cautious on weaker than expected international
subscriber growth, which adds to concern about Xero’s high penetration in an increasingly mature A&NZ
division.
Macquarie sticks with a Neutral rating.
Citi choruses the view that Xero should deliver strong growth in the UK driven by cloud adoption, especially
due to the Making Tax Digital regulatory changes. Citi retains a Buy.
UBS is not convinced, going into the result with a Sell rating and making no change.
With an increasing market focus on free cash flows and rising bond yields, valuing Xero on a discounted cash
flow basis remains challenging, UBS concedes, albeit Xero's share price is significantly less stretched than it
was six months months ago. With earnings margin guidance implying only a marginal increase versus FY22, and
Xero highlighting a similar rate of reinvestment in product design and development, investors should assume
only modest free cash flow in FY23. The broker continues to view the risk-reward balance as unfavourable.
As a result of the subscriber-growth miss, covering brokers in the FNArena database have cut the consensus
target to $110.50 from $120.77, which suggests 26% share-price upside. However, high-market Credit Suisse,
with a target of $160, has not updated on the stock in 2022. Removing this target takes consensus down to
$100.60.
And on the market recovery on Friday, particularly in the tech sector (up 8%), Xero’s share price recovered 9%,
and is up another 4% today at the time of writing.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Goodman Silences The Critics
Amidst fears of rising bond yields and industrial overcapacity, Goodman Group has proven yet again why it is a
top 20 market cap stock.
-Goodman upgrades FY22 guidance for the third time
-Work in progress continues to increase and demand remains robust
-Rents increasing on near-full vacancies
-Guidance likely conservative, again
By Greg Peel
As a real estate investment trust (REIT), Goodman Group ((GMG)) has been a star performer on the ASX, rising
240% in the five years to end-2021. This has not been achieved by offering the sort of attractive dividend yield
expected of REITs, and indeed Goodman’s yield has been minimal, rather capital appreciation has pushed the
shares into the ASX Top 20.
The Top 20 previously included retail REITs Scentre Group ((SCG)) and Shopping Centres Australasia ((SCP)),
but these large-caps ultimately succumbed to pandemic impact. While Goodman was initially sold down in the
March 2020 covid panic, it thereafter rose 120% from its low to end-2021.
Goodman’s point of difference is it is an industrial REIT, not a retail or office REIT, and such was not impacted
by lockdowns to any great extent. Indeed the REIT’s investment in and development and management of
logistics assets, including distribution warehouses for online retail, has proven a pandemic winner.
The story has unfortunately been vastly different for Goodman investors in 2022, from the moment the Federal
Reserve woke up to the fact it was way behind the monetary policy curve, and admitted high inflation was not
“transitory” as previously insisted. More recently, the RBA has followed, and both central banks have begun a
process of rapid interest rate normalistion post covid emergency levels.
Given investors typically turn to REITs for their yield, despite REIT distributions being zero-franked, rising
government bond rates are the enemy of the REIT. As the attraction of a risk free yield via bond investment
grows, the attraction of riskier REIT yields diminishes.
And it doesn’t help that Goodman is a low dividend payer. Since late December the share price has fallen -29%.
Adding to the turnaround in sentiment were comments from the global behemoth of online retail, Amazon,
that the stay-at-home trend and subsequent growth in e-commerce over the past two years had led to an
“overbuild” of warehouse capacity.
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Allaying Fears
At Goodman’s March quarter trading update, management put these fears to bed, noting underlying demand
for industrial facilities across the world remains robust, driving low vacancy rates and strong market rental
income in almost all markets globally.
Yes, rising yields pose a headwind, but with tenant demand remaining exceptionally strong, rental growth is
accelerating, which should cushion the negative impact of rising rates on property capitalisation rates and
valuations.
For the third quarter in a row, management upgraded FY22 earnings growth guidance, to 23% this time from
20% prior, and 15% at the end of the first quarter. Goodman has exceeded full year guidance in each of the
past four years.
Development work-in-progress rose to $13.4bn in the March quarter, up 6% quarter on quarter and 40% year on
year, with Asia contributing 50% of this growth. Some $4.7bn of developments have been completed in FY22 to
date and are 99% leased. While the average yield on development cost fell -20 basis points, at 6.5% it is still
very healthy, analysts agree.
Margins were also very healthy at 50%, as Goodman is developing product on margins 250 basis points above
market capitalisation rates.
Within Goodman’s fund management business, assets under management rose 1% in the quarter and 31% year
on year.
In other words, management does not know what all the fuss is about, and neither do brokers. While the
consensus target among FNArena database brokers covering the stock has slipped to $26.77 from $26.97 to
reflect rising bond yields and rising costs, that’s still some 42% above the current trading price.
Agreeing FY22 guidance is likely conservative, as always, and after upgrading their earnings forecasts, four of
five covering brokers retain a Buy or equivalent rating on the stock, with Ord Minnett sticking to Hold.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Brokers Tip Better Brew for United Malt in
FY23
A one-off tax loss and elevated gearing proved the standouts in a difficult FY22 first-half for United Malt, but
analysts expect conditions and metrics will normalise in FY23 and the stock is shaping up as an attractive target.
-Tax Impost Drives FY22 Downgrades for United Malt
-Canadian drought and supply chain challenges hit costs
-Gearing jumps sharply
-Good times to come, say analysts
By Sarah Mills
United Malt’s ((UMG)) FY22 first-half result broadly met consensus forecasts, given disappointing pre-released
March-quarter guidance had already been factored in.
But management and analysts are pegging a recovery, expecting volumes will outpace pre-covid levels by the
end of FY22, and that the transformation program and strategic innovations should yield further benefits.
Management has retained earnings (EBITDA) guidance but the range is wide enough to drive a truck through
($103 to $128m) given variables such as freight, energy inputs, labour and malt prices are hard to nail down
and some speculating that the pace of transformation could surprise.
United Malt is the fourth largest commercial malter in the world and operates plants across Canada, the USA,
the UK and Australia, as well as a distribution business servicing craft brewers and distillers. The company is
also establishing a presence in Europe and the Middle East.
One-off Tax Impost Drives FY22 Downgrades
UBS notes lower depreciation and amortisation in the March quarter was offset by a higher tax rate, due to a
one-off Australian tax loss that could not be capitalised, but expects the tax situation will normalise in FY23.
Bell Potter downgrades net-profit-after-tax results to account for the above.
Macquarie observes the tax loss also incorporated a higher UK tax rate and downgrades FY22 EPS forecasts -6%
to -8%. It too expects conditions will normalise and raises FY23 and FY24 EPS forecasts 1.1% and 0.8%.
Wilsons lowers EPS forecasts -3% to -12% across FY22 to FY24. Morgans joins the fray and downgrades FY22
forecasts accordingly.
Tax guidance was elevated, reflecting the higher UK tax rate.
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Canadian Drought Hits Input Prices
At an operational level, rising input costs, particularly barley and freight costs, eroded margins.
Barley prices rose sharply over the period due to the Canadian drought, which cost up to -$25m not to mention
the knock on effects on the supply chain of -$8m.
Macquarie and Bell Potter believe this too shall pass and expect malt-barley spreads to stabilise.
The analysts note pressure on processing margins, due in part from currency movements, the balance relating
to mix and volume, believing these headwinds are cycling and will be resolved as malt-barley spreads normalise.
Management at the firm expects higher freight and barley costs will largely be passed on to the consumer over
the next nine months.
All up, Credit Suisse perceives the situation to be a plus for United Malt, observing that tight malt supply will
allow the company to pass through costs and expand margins in FY23 when supply conditions normalise.
The analyst says the drought creates a strong position for contract renewal heading into FY23 and believes this
will more than outpace higher processing and freight costs – a plus for margins.
Wilsons assumes a full recovery.
Gearing Jumps Sharply
The other sore point for analysts concerns the balance sheet.
First half gearing was toppy and sharply outpaced guidance, as inventory finance jumped due to higher barley
and malt inventory prices.
The leverage ratio is ranging near 3x, well above target.
Macquarie notes gearing remains within banking covenants and should return to the company’s target range in
FY23.
The dividend also fell short of the company’s target payout ratio of 60%, management announcing a 1.5c
dividend, down from 2c in the previous March half – a payout ratio of 44%.
Macquarie notes that management remains committed to a 60% payout ratio in the medium term with
normalisation expected in FY23.
The analyst forecasts an earnings recovery and lower capital expenditure should drag down the leverage ratio
to 1.9x by the end of FY23.
Morgans and UBS were particularly disappointed with the weak operating cash flow after the company reported
7

Morgans and UBS were particularly disappointed with the weak operating cash flow after the company reported
an outflow of -$64.9m compared with an inflow of 22.8m in the previous March half.
Cash flow conversion slumped to -105%, compared with 43% previously.
Credit Suisse says the market wants to see sharply stronger cash generation and moderating capital
expenditure ahead of normalisation and notes management has guided to peak capex in FY22.
Wilsons believes this is likely, observing that the recovery combined with the transformation benefit suggest
the quantum of impending revenue improvements will be substantial, resulting in a sharp jump in free cash
flow.
A Revival In Consumption Post Covid
The company is also a small covid recovery play (given demand has generally held up well in the first half) and
analysts generally concur that on-premise consumption in major western markets will continue to increase.
Management expects volumes will exceed pre-covid levels by June.
Macquarie notes the company witnessed no demand destruction despite the fact that malt comprises 5% to 7%
of the value of a can of beer.
Credit Suisse believes inflation could prove a hurdle for on-premise recovery, although not large enough to
alter the broader recovery prospect.
Credit Suisse surmises that the lack of management commentary on volumes suggests second-half weakness.
Bell Potter and Morgans are positive on volumes going forward, citing post-transformation benefits and capacity
additions.
UBS reports strong global volumes in the first half, excluding EMEA, and expects the company will continue to
struggle in that region given the Ukraine conflict but otherwise believes Europe remains a good prospect.
Strategic Plan On Track
Analysts are also placing their faith in the company’s strategic plan. The company’s expansion of its Scottish
malt business is running to schedule and management expects it will be producing quality malt by June.
Macquarie expects this will generate $18m of earnings on a full-year run-rate basis.
Canadian canola crop planting has started, and management forecasts a 52% increase in the harvest (as the
drought ends).
Meanwhile, the company plans to have completed its IT consolidation of five systems into a single enterprise
platform by mid 2023 at a cost of -$24m over three years.
Credit Suisse expects transformation benefits will accelerate in FY23 to yield a sharp rise in earning in FY23
and FY24.
For now, the company is logging non-recurring FY22 estimated costs of $40m but the broker estimates these
will disappear in FY23.
Meanwhile, UBS expects the post-transformation recovery to be achievable once conditions improve and funds
start flowing from the Scottish expansion.
Corporate And Private Equity Eyeing the Group
Most brokers agree that the valuation of United Malt is sharply higher than the share price.
Macquarie casts an inquiring eye to the M&A front, suspecting that if all else fails, corporate interest is likely
to support an ailing share price.
Analysts Plump To The Upside
Five of the seven brokers to report on United Malt in the FNArena database retain a Buy or Outperform rating,
expecting a sharp improvement in FY23.
Bell Potter upgrades to Buy from Hold.
Morgans, the least optimistic, maintains a Hold recommendation.
While acknowledging the company is worth substantially more than the share price, Morgans spies few major
catalysts on the horizon and finds the combo of above-target gearing and near-term earnings risk unattractive.
8

Combined, the average target price is $4.61.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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James Hardie Partly Shielded From Housing
Downturn
Following FY22 results that met the consensus forecast for James Hardie Industries, brokers generally see
value emerging after a significant year-to-date share price decline.
-FY22 results for James Hardie Industries meet expectations
-FY23 profit guidance maintained
-Repair and remodel exposure reduces housing downturn impact
-A shift to higher value products and price increases
-Full year dividend disappoints
By Mark Woodruff
The share price of market darling James Hardie Industries ((JHX)) is currently just under $40 having traded
near all-time highs of around $58 at the beginning of this year, as concerns over interest rates and slowing
housing markets have weighed.
Some brokers now see positive signs following FY22 results that broadly met the consensus expectation, and
after management reiterated FY23 profit guidance.
The company‘s fibre cement products are used in a variety of commercial and industrial applications including
new residential construction, manufactured housing and repair and remodel (R&R) markets.
Given James Hardie’s skew towards these less affected R&R markets, Morgan Stanley feels overall housing
market weakness has been unfairly priced-in to the current share price and upgrades its rating to
Overweight from Equal-weight.
Management regards strong R&R markets as a key driver for the outlook, as well as a continued shift to
higher value products, manufacturing efficiencies and price increases. The North America sales growth
target was increased to 18-22% year-on-year versus 16-20% previously, while the earnings (EBIT) margin
guidance remains at 30-33%.
Ord Minnett also sees attractive long-term value after the recent share price decline and upgrades its rating to
Buy from Accumulate.
For the fourth quarter, Macquarie liked the North America earnings (EBIT) margin of 29.7%, which beat the
analyst’s estimate of 29.2%. While European volumes were soft, the 14% margin exceeded the broker’s 13.3%
expectation. Meanwhile sales in the APAC region were weaker than the broker anticipated.
The final dividend of US$0.30cps brought the full year payout to US$70cps though disappointed against the
consensus forecast for US$83cps.
Citi expects the majority of FY23 growth should be more driven by bottom-up initiatives rather than
the macroeconomic backdrop. The analyst maintains a Buy rating and forecasts earnings growth well in excess
of the ASX200. Given the currently low multiples, there's also estimated to be a reduced chance of a material
decline in valuation.
While the broker has gained some comfort from the current resilience in R&R markets, there is still caution
surrounding rising interest rates and anticipation for some R&R softness in the second half of 2023. As a result,
Citi’s target price slides to $44.30 from $59.30.
Meanwhile, the Buy-rated UBS sees revenue and margin growth in FY23/24 due to strong pricing growth and
notes a significant contribution should arise from the company’s direct-to-consumer and market-led innovation
initiatives. In addition, process improvements from the LEAN manufacturing strategy are expected to slash
10

costs by -US$125m across the period.
Not everyone was convinced. Credit Suisse retains its Neutral rating and believes the market won’t re-rate the
company’s prospects until the macroeconomic environment improves and feels the company’s above-trend
margins present a risk.

The shift to value and reduced variability
The shift to value is very evident in the FY22 result, according to Macquarie. While volume growth softened as
the base firmed, average selling prices accelerated, partly due to 27% growth in Colorplus volumes.
The broker notes management is remarkably optimistic about R&R market conditions and its own ability to
execute an ongoing shift up the value curve.
Meanwhile, Citi highlights reduced variability in the business. Traditional sources of uncertainty like
manufacturing performance have been offset by the LEAN manufacturing initiatives, while there appears to be
no rebating in the current environment, as the realised price is equating to the gross price.
Additionally, the analyst is now less concerned about rising input costs as the company has demonstrated a
willingness to implement out-of-cycle price rises.
Fibre cement upside
A recent survey by Overweight-rated Jarden, not one of the seven brokers updated daily in the FNArena
database, shows fibre cement product is gaining market share in Australia (at the expense of brick), due to the
widening cost differential between the two products.
Fibre cement, as a percentage of exterior wall product in north-east Australia, is around 10% compared with
the national average of 22%.
Meanwhile, the broker also points out the company is set to increase its average selling price in North America
by 4% across the board from June 2022. Jarden's target price is reduced to $49.70 from $54.70.
The Outlook
While Morgan Stanley understands the current interest rate caution, James Hardie can mitigate housing
weakness with price, mix and growth in market share. Strong backlogs are also expected to ensure that
activity is underpinned throughout FY23 at a minimum.
The broker highlights the share price has moved in line with the S&P500 Homebuilder Index in the US, despite
the previously mentioned skew to the less impacted R&R segment. The greater portion of the company’s North
American earnings flow from this segment and the analyst expects the percentage to increase, given initiatives
focused on the consumer and the residential market.
11

On top of this, Morgan Stanley cites the company’s demonstrated ability to take market share and grow ahead
of the underlying US housing market. The current share of the new housing market is 22%, up from just 9% in
2005.
Finally, in the event of a housing correction, the broker still anticipates price rises of 1-2%, and in such an
environment, the company’s key cost of goods sold items (pulp, freight, cement, and energy) are also likely to
decline.
From among six brokers within the FNArena database there are four Buy or equivalent ratings and two Neutral
ratings. The average target price set by those brokers is $50.72, which suggests 31.8% upside to the current
share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Eagers Automotive: Demand Trumps Supply
Issues
An increasing order book for Eagers Automotive keeps brokers Buy-rated despite vehicle supply issues and
rising interest rates.
-Eagers Automotive guides to a lower first half profit
-Elevated new car orders despite a supply shortage
-The effect of rising interest rates
-Short and longer-term margins
By Mark Woodruff
Brokers have generally set lower target prices for car retail group Eagers Automotive ((APE)) following weaker
than expected first half guidance, driven largely by supply pressures.
Nonetheless, the company’s order book has grown a further 25% in the year-to-date. Forward orders are
written at full gross profit margins, which prolongs the current supportive conditions, notes broker Moelis.
The market is under-appreciating the value of the order bank, according to Macquarie, which underwrites a
significant portion of earnings for the next 12 months.
While guidance for first half profit of between $183-$189m is lower compared to the previous
corresponding period, management predicts a stronger than normal second half performance once supply
improves. Morgan Stanley estimates an achievable $211m will be required in the second half to hit the
consensus estimate.
The semi-conductor chip shortage issues from 2021 have persisted and have been further exacerbated by the
Ukraine conflict and China’s ongoing covid lockdowns. While Neutral-rated Credit Suisse factors-in to its
earnings forecasts the potential for supply chain improvements, general uncertainty around this outcome
dictates a -10% valuation discount be applied to its target price, which falls to $12.40 from $14.60.
Of course, the current interest rate environment could weigh, though Ord Minnett believes negative
sentiment from rising rates has been captured by the current share price and retains its Buy rating.
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Valuation
Prior analysis by UBS suggested a strong correlation between new car purchases and property values, and
investors are cautioned around reduced consumer demand should interest rate rises suppress house prices.
Despite this warning, the broker feels the current valuation for Eagers is undemanding and points to other
positives including ongoing rationalisation of the property portfolio, increased earnings from easyauto123 (used
cars) and additional acquisition opportunities.
Wilsons agrees on valuation, which is one reason for its upgrade its to an Overweight rating from
Market-weight. Other reasons include a quality management team looking to optimise the business footprint,
grow the exposure to finance and increase used car market share.
The broker, not one of the seven brokers updated daily in the FNArena database, raises its target price to
$13.77 from $13.75.
Margin analysis
The growing order bank provides Jarden, also not one of the seven, with ongoing confidence in stronger
margins for longer. Given ongoing delivery delays and no evidence of demand subsiding, the broker upgrades its
gross profit margin for FY23.
The analyst believes the strong order book and supply chain headwinds have prevented the new vehicle
market from running with the housing market, which should lessen the negative wealth effect should house
prices decline due to rising interest rates. The broker lowers its target price to $14.04 from $15.21.
Credit Suisse agrees that very strong earnings margins achieved in FY21 can be maintained for FY22 and FY23.
However, once supply becomes equal to or greater than demand, margin compression is expected by the
beginning of FY24 and is forecast to continue into FY25.
Meanwhile, Bell Potter continues to forecast a decline in underlying operating profit in 2023 and 2024 as supply
constraints ease, which also results in lower forecasts for margins. At the same time, the analyst points to
upside risk to at least 2023 earnings forecasts, as margins should remain strong for a period until the backlog
of orders is mostly cleared.
The broker retains its Buy rating and reduces its target price to $15.50 from $17.25. Along with the Buy-rated
Moelis (which also reduces its target to $16.96 from $17.06), Bell Potter is not one of the seven brokers
updated daily in the FNArena database.
Within the database there are six broker ratings with five Buy (or equivalent) ratings and one Hold and a
14

consensus target price of $16.60, which suggests 44.3% upside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Weekly Ratings, Targets, Forecast Changes 13-05-22
Weekly update on stockbroker recommendation, target price, and earnings forecast changes
By Mark Woodruff
Guide:
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans, Ord Minnett and UBS.
For the purpose of broker rating correlation, Outperform and Overweight ratings are grouped as Buy, Neutral
is grouped with Hold and Underperform and Underweight are grouped as Sell to provide a Buy/Hold/Sell
(B/H/S) ratio.
Ratings, consensus target price and forecast earnings tables are published at the bottom of this report.
Summary
Period: Monday May 9 to Friday May 13, 2022
Total Upgrades: 9
Total Downgrades: 16
Net Ratings Breakdown: Buy 59.34%; Hold 34.32%; Sell 6.34%
For the week ending Friday May 13 there were nine upgrades and sixteen downgrades to ASX-listed companies
covered by brokers in the FNArena database.
Morgan Stanley reduced its earnings forecasts for REA Group to reflect cyclical weakness and predicted things
will worsen before getting better. By cutting its rating to Equal-weight from Overweight following third quarter
results, the broker was at odds with four other brokers who upgraded ratings for REA to Buy or equivalent.
Despite a weaker residential volume outlook in FY23 and current weakness in building approvals figures, UBS
was prepared to look through the cycle. Ord Minnett also noted the current 20% relative premium to peer
Domain Holdings ((DHG)) should widen again to the traditional 30%. Meanwhile, both Morgans and Credit Suisse
also lifted their ratings on valuation grounds.
Broker opinions on Macquarie Group were also divided following the release of FY22 results. Morgans upgraded
its rating to Add from Hold and raised its 12-month target price to $215 from $209.60. The result was
considered hard to fault, beating the consensus forecast by 7% after strong performances in the Commodities
and Global Markets division and within Macquarie Capital.
Citi agreed and described the results as extraordinary though believed they signal the peak of a ten-year
upward earnings cycle and downgraded its rating to Neutral from Buy. Credit Suisse also believed earnings have
peaked, is concerned by a deteriorating macroeconomic outlook and downgraded to Underperform from
Neutral.
Despite a strong first half result by Pendal Group, two brokers downgraded their ratings to Neutral or
equivalent from Buy or equivalent. Slowing momentum in retail, a modest range of new strategies and
industry-wide pressures concerned Morgan Stanley, while Credit Suisse noted global equity markets have
declined further since the result period, and performance fees are likely to be significantly lower in early FY23.
GrainCorp had the largest percentage increase in target price last week after the release of first half results.
Trade disruptions continue to support above average grain margins and crop conditions look favourable for the
2022/23 growing season. Nonetheless, UBS maintained the period FY22 to FY23 represents peak super-cycle
earnings before normalisation is expected in FY24.
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On the flipside, REA Group had the largest percentage fall in target price last week though brokers remained
upbeat as evidenced by the rating upgrades detailed above.
Meanwhile, BWX had the largest percentage fall in forecast earnings by brokers following reduced FY22 profit
guidance. Lower sales for FY22 will provide a lower base for growth, according to Macquarie, and as the
broker’s forecast cost assumptions also increased, FY23 and FY24 EPS estimates were lowered by -24% and
-19%, respectively.
Despite decreasing its target price for BWX to $2.40 from $5.00 the broker retained its Outperform rating due
to the longer-term margin benefits from a new manufacturing facility and the potential of the company’s
brands.
A data glitch was responsible for Xero’s position atop the largest percentage upgrade to forecasts earnings by
brokers last week. Also, a carryover from the previous Friday had Eclipse Group in second place, leaving Judo
Capital as the de facto leader.
Following an inaugural strategy day, Macquarie considered Judo well positioned to deliver ahead-of-system
loan growth over the next three years and upgraded its rating to Outperform from Neutral. Management noted
immediate benefits will flow from rising interest rates as 91% of the company’s lending is linked to the bank
bill swap rate.
Finally, after oOh!media's good first quarter update appeared to flow into a strong April, Macquarie increased
its earnings per share forecasts by 113%, 37% and 35% through to FY24. The broker retained its Outperform
rating and raised its target price to $2.30 from $2.00.
Total Buy recommendations take up 59.34% of the total, versus 34.32% on Neutral/Hold, while Sell ratings
account for the remaining 6.34%.
Upgrade
JUDO CAPITAL HOLDINGS LIMITED ((JDO)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 3/0/0
Judo Capital has held its inaugural strategy day, with Macquarie noting a number of positives look to improve
investor prospects.
Macquarie considers the company positioned to deliver ahead of system loan growth over the next three years,
and notes Judo Capital appears to be pre-funding this growth with accelerated banker hiring, 12% ahead of
expectations.
Given reduced execution risk, the rating is upgraded to Outperform from Neutral and the target price
increases to $2.15 from $2.10. Macquarie notes de-rating has shifted risk-reward payoff in favour of investors.
MACQUARIE GROUP LIMITED ((MQG)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 3/2/1
Morgans upgrades its rating for Macquarie Group to Add from Hold as FY22 results beat the consensus forecast
by 7% after strong performances in the Commodities and Global Markets division and within Macquarie Capital.
After the broker increases its FY23 and FY24 EPS forecasts by 4% and 6%, the target price rises to $215 from
$209.60. As this lift in target price suggests greater than 10% upside to the current share price, the rating rises
to Add from Hold.
The result was hard to fault, in Morgans view, though the second half dividend of $3.50/share was a slight miss
versus the consensus forecast of 3.66/share.
See also MQG downgrade.
REA GROUP LIMITED ((REA)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans and Upgrade to Outperform from
Neutral by Credit Suisse and Upgrade to Buy from Accumulate by Ord Minnett and Upgrade to Buy from
Neutral by UBS .B/H/S: 5/2/0
Following a third quarter update, Morgans lowers its target price for REA Group to $145.40 from $156.30. As
the amended target price is still more than 10% above the prevailing share price, the broker raises its rating to
Add from Hold.
A mix of listings growth and contracted price rises resulted in a resilient performance for the core Australian
residential business in the 3Q, in the broker's opinion. Nonetheless, a volatile 4Q is expected on broader
macroeconomic impacts and due to the Federal election.
REA Group's March-quarter results disappointed Credit Suisse most likely due to a geographic mix shift and
lower Developer revenues.
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Management guided to weaker fourth-quarter volumes as listings come off the boil, but expects this will be
more than offset by the deferral of March volumes into the fourth quarter, stronger commercial and residential
yields and growth in Data and India.
While slightly weaker, the broker still expects EPS growth in the low teens over the forecasts period, and
considers the company's multiple to be looking more attractive.
Rating upgraded to Outperform from Neutral. Target price falls to $142.80 from $157.10.
REA Group's March-quarter result missed Ord Minnett's forecast due to listings deferrals from holidays.
The broker notes management was upbeat about the impact of the federal election but doubts this will be
enough to drive a fourth-quarter catch-up. Pressure continues on listing volumes and the broker spies positive
operating jaws as per guidance.
Ord Minnett prefers REA Group to Domain Holdings ((DHG)), noting the relative premium has decreased to 20%
from the traditional 30%.
Rating upgraded to Buy from Accumulate. Target price falls to $153 from $165.
UBS assesses a strong 3Q result for REA Group though lowers its earnings forecasts due to a weaker residential
volume outlook in FY23. Also, given weakness in building approvals figures there's expected to be softness in
developer revenues.
Nonetheless, should investors be willing to look through the cycle, the analyst sees value emerging and
upgrades the rating to Buy from Neutral. At the same time, it's acknowledged the upgrade may be early given
the premium valuation and near-term uncertainty.
A fall in target to $130 from $155 reflects the analyst's earnings downgrades and change to the UBS near-term
risk-free rate assumption to 3.5% from 2.5%.
See also REA downgrade.
SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED ((SUN)) Upgrade to Buy from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 6/1/0
On the back of Suncorp Group's March Q update, Ord Minnett has upgraded to Buy from Hold to reflect the
company’s leverage to rising interest rates and signs of growth in its banking business.
The broker also notes that while premium increases have not yet come through in personal insurance lines on
the back of all the recent events, such increases will likely happen in the future.
Target rises to $14.00 from $13.30.
WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION ((WBC)) Upgrade to Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley
.B/H/S: 3/4/0
Morgan Stanley expects Westpac's first half result will elicit a positive response, with the bank delivering a 4%
pre-provision profit beat to the broker's expectations, up 6% half-on-half, driven by cost improvements and
margin stabilisation.
The bank downgraded its second half expense guidance to $5.03-5.14bn, although Morgan Stanley continues to
forecast expenses of $5.13bn.
The rating is upgraded to Overweight from Equal-Weight and the target price increases to $25.70 from $22.50.
Industry view: Attractive.
XERO LIMITED ((XRO)) Upgrade to Buy from Accumulate by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 4/1/1
Xero'a full year underlying earnings of $213m were 2.6% ahead of Ord Minnett's forecast and an 11% increase on
its FY21 result, but a -$9m net loss exceeded the broker's expected -$7m.
Ord Minnett notes the market did not respond positively to the company's continued cash burn in pursuit of
growth, but the broker feels Xero has a good case for continued reinvestment given the opportunity set
remains sizeable.
Recent share price decline sees Ord Minnett upgrade its rating to Buy from Accumulate and decrease the
target price to $97.00 from $107.00.
Downgrade
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AGL ENERGY LIMITED ((AGL)) Downgrade to Hold from Accumulate by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 2/3/0
In Ord Minnett’s view, the separation of AGL Energy's businesses is in the best interests of existing
shareholders, as Accel Energy as a standalone entity will generate substantial cash flow, while AGL Australia is
likely to generate corporate interest.
That said, with Mike Cannon-Brookes’ Grok Ventures signalling its intention to vote against the demerger, the
process likely depends on the level of retail participation.
A vote against will likely lead to significant instability, hence the broker downgrades to Hold from Accumulate
and drops its target to $8.70 from $9.15.
ATTURRA LIMITED ((ATA)) Downgrade to Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 0/1/0
Atturra has upgraded underlying earnings (EBITDA) guidance by around 13%, and announced the acquisition of
Perth-based Hayes, an OpenText/ECM specialist for $12m.
Morgans attributes the upgraded guidance to stronger results in March and April and less impact from the
Federal election than originally envisaged. A one-off gain from completing a project under budget in the 4Q
also contributed.
Following the acquisition, the broker removes a 10cps premium in the target price for future acquistions and
after upgrading earnings estimates (offset by downgraded peer multiples), the target falls to $0.72 from $0.78.
The rating is downgraded to Hold from Add on valuation.
CENTURIA OFFICE REIT ((COF)) Downgrade to Equal-weight from Overweight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S:
2/1/0
Morgan Stanley downgrades Centuria Office REIT to Equal-weight from Overweight and lowers the target price
to $2.30 from $2.60, preferring Dexus ((DXS)).
The broker admires Centuria's sector-topping 7.8% FY23 DPS yield but casts a cautious eye to lease expiries in
high-vacancy markets and the relatively higher risk of cap rate expansions given the metropolitan office rate
spread vs the 10-year bond yield has fallen more than 100 basis points.
Funds from operations forecasts fall -3% and -5% in FY23 and FY24 to reflect a forecast high cost of debt and
lower occupancies.
CSR LIMITED ((CSR)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 4/2/0
While CSR missed Macquarie's full year expectations slightly, reported underlying earnings of $291.4m and net
profit of $192.6m compared to anticipated $304.3m and $197.6m, the broker noted improved efficiencies and
topline momentum drove a quality result.
Performance from the Building Products segment was a feature, delivering a 160 basis point improvement to
earnings margin in the second half and with solid detached activity lined up through FY23, while the company
capitalised on market conditions with its Aluminium segment.
Looking ahead, house activity forecasts see Macquarie revise earnings per share forecasts -7%, -5% and -4%
through to FY25.
The rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform and the target price decreases to $6.05 from $6.80.
CORPORATE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED ((CTD)) Downgrade to Accumulate from Buy by Ord Minnett
.B/H/S: 5/1/0
Corporate Travel Management's market update has flagged a weaker FY22 second-half, management
downgrading earnings guidance.
Ord Minnett's sheets the move back to a worsening global economic outlook, growing market-share competition
as clients put accounts out to tender post covid, and rising costs (the company is leveraged to rising wages).
While management reports the company's recovery is outpacing consensus and peers, the broker perceives the
problem as sectoral, disruption and costs combining to create negative jaws.
EPS forecasts fall -40% in FY22. -8% in FY23 and -6% in FY24.
Rating downgraded to Accumulate from Buy, the broker expecting numerous opportunities to buy the dips.
Target price falls to $25.86 from $28.10.
GRAINCORP LIMITED ((GNC)) Downgrade to Equal-weight from Overweight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S: 1/4/0
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GRAINCORP LIMITED ((GNC)) Downgrade to Equal-weight from Overweight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S: 1/4/0
The first half was slightly ahead of Morgan Stanley's expectations and, with the risks for FY22 reduced, the
focus is now on FY23. Risks are weighted to the upside because of high wheat prices and improved seasonal
conditions.
The broker raises FY22 EBITDA forecast by 3%, at the top end of management's guidance range. There is
potential for another above-average crop in FY23 owing to increased soil moisture levels and elevated grain
prices.
Management has also turned to paying fully franked dividends and away from buybacks and the broker raises its
forecasts for FY22-23 total dividends to $1 a share.
As a result, now is time to take profits in the broker's opinion and the rating is downgraded to Equal-weight
from Overweight. Target is $10.70. Industry View: In-Line.
GPT GROUP ((GPT)) Downgrade to Lighten from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 1/3/0
Following the RBA's first interest rate increase in 12 years and material moves in long bond yields in 2022, Ord
Minnett has made a series of adjustments to valuations and lowered property sector valuations by -6% on
average.
GPT Group's target falls to $5.20 from $5.70. Downgrade to Lighten from Hold.
HEALIUS LIMITED ((HLS)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 3/3/0
With Healius yet to invest in a unified lab information system and missing the efficiency benefits one could
offer, Credit Suisse notes better longer-term earnings margins exist elsewhere in the segment.
Anticipating covid disruptions to impact base business, the broker downgrades full year earnings -5% and -30%
for FY22 and FY23 respectively.
Noting a preference for Australian Clinical Labs ((ACL)) over Healius, the rating is downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform and the target price decreases to $4.65 from $5.50. The broker forecasts Healius' pathology margin
to be -150 basis points below Australian Clinical Labs.
HOTEL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED ((HPI)) Downgrade to Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 1/1/0
Following the RBA's first interest rate increase in 12 years and material moves in long bond yields in 2022, Ord
Minnett has made a series of adjustments to valuations and lowered property sector valuations by -6% on
average.
Hotel Property Investments' target falls to $3.90 from $4.00. Downgrade to Hold from Buy.
MACQUARIE GROUP LIMITED ((MQG)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse and
Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 3/2/1
Macquarie Group's FY21 result's guidance disappointed the broker, and Credit Suisse downgrades the company
to Underperform from Neutral, believing earnings have peaked.
The broker notes the bank has been a big beneficiary from a low-interest rate environment and that is all
about to change.
Credit Suisse notes guidance was conservative, the macroeconomic outlook is deteriorating (raising the
prospect of stagflation), which in turn threatens investment values upon realisation.
On the upside, Credit Suisse appreciates the group's stronger commodities trading income; M&A-driven rises in
fee and commission income; strong loan growth and an improvement in loan balances.
FY23-FY24 earnings forecasts fall -14% to -16%. Target price falls to $150.00 from $210.00
Citi has described Macquarie Group's full year results as "extraordinary", with the company delivering 56%
year-on-year cash earnings growth to a record $4,706m, with commodities volatility and record merger and
acquisition activity supporting the strong result.
Despite this, the broker has downgraded the rating and target price for Macquarie Group, anticipating a lower
trajectory in coming years will see cash earnings drop to $3,800m by FY25 as commodities revenue normalises.
The broker expects FY22 results will be the peak of a ten-year upward earnings cycle.
The rating is downgraded to Neutral from Buy and the target price decreases to $187.00 from $226.00.
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See also MQG upgrade.
NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED ((NAB)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by UBS .B/H/S: 2/5/0
Following 1H results for National Australia Bank, UBS slightly upgrades cash EPS forecasts due to stronger
forecast revenue growth and lower credit impairment charges. Despite this, the broker's rating falls to Neutral
from Buy, after a strong recent share price rally.
The analyst sees strong operational and financial momentum in the business. This momentum is supported by
above-system business lending growth and inorganic opportunities for retail banking. The target price rises to
$35 from $33.
PENDAL GROUP LIMITED ((PDL)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse and Downgrade
to Equal-weight from Overweight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S: 2/3/0
Despite a strong first half result from Pendal Group, Credit Suisse sees pressures ahead in the coming 6-12
months. The broker notes global equity markets have declined since March, while performance fees look to be
significantly lower in early FY23.
Pendal Group's first half underlying profit beat Credit Suisse's expectations by 20%, with the result driven by
higher management fee margins and lower costs, as well as a one-off contribution to non-operating income.
While the strong first half result drove a 12% increase to the broker's FY22 earnings forecast, expected
headwinds see forecasts decrease up to -2% for FY23 and FY24.
The rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform and the target price decreases to $5.35 from $5.40.
Following a strong 1H result and subsequent 8% rally for Pendal Group shares, Morgan Stanley believes it will be
difficult for the shares to head higher in the near-term and lowers its rating to Equal-weight from Overweight.
The analyst points to negatives including soft momentum in retail, a modest range of new strategies and
industry-wide pressures. While the broker's FY22 EPS estimates rise on lower costs, FY23-24 forecasts fall by
-3% and -4%, reducing the target to $5.90 from $6.70.
The 1H dividend of 21cps was in-line with Morgan Stanley's forecast though 11% ahead of the consensus
estimate. Industry view is Attractive.
REA GROUP LIMITED ((REA)) Downgrade to Equal-weight from Overweight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S: 5/2/0
REA Group's March-quarter result broadly met consensus' and Morgan Stanley's forecasts.
But the broker believes the company is cycling into a period where pricing power will combine with new
products to become the key drivers of revenue as listing volumes fall in the June quarter, potentially
weakening again in FY23.
Interest rates and election uncertainty remain a risk to near-term consensus forecasts, opines the broker,
while admiring the company's medium-term growth outlook.
EPS forecasts fall -5% to -10% across FY23 and FY24 to reflect cyclical weakness. The broker sits -10% to -15%
below consensus and expects things will worsen before getting better, possibly offering a reasonable entry
point.
Rating falls to Equal-weight from Overweight. Target price falls to $130 from $178. Industry view: Attractive.
See also REA upgrade.
SONIC HEALTHCARE LIMITED ((SHL)) Downgrade to Accumulate from Buy by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 3/3/0
Ord Minnett downgrades Sonic Healthcare to Accumulate from Buy as covid pressure recedes.
While the broker flags a -50% fall in FY23 earnings, Ord Minnett notes that testing has held up reasonably
well and appreciates the company's defensive profile, expecting its core diagnostic imaging business will
recover and be supplemented by M&A (the broker spies an underutilised balance sheet).
Cost pressure and pricing remain key areas to watch.
Rating downgraded to Accumulate from Buy in line with recent share price strength. Target price rises to $39
from $37.50.
Total Recommendations

Recommendation Changes
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Total Recommendations

Recommendation Changes

Broker Recommendation Breakup

Broker Rating
Order
Company
Upgrade
1
JUDO CAPITAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
2
MACQUARIE GROUP LIMITED
3
REA GROUP LIMITED
4
REA GROUP LIMITED
5
REA GROUP LIMITED
6
REA GROUP LIMITED
7
SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED
8
WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION
9
XERO LIMITED
Downgrade
10
AGL ENERGY LIMITED
11
ATTURRA LIMITED
12
CENTURIA OFFICE REIT
13
CORPORATE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
14
CSR LIMITED
15
GPT GROUP
16
GRAINCORP LIMITED
17
HEALIUS LIMITED
18
HOTEL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED
19
MACQUARIE GROUP LIMITED
20
MACQUARIE GROUP LIMITED
21
NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED
22
PENDAL GROUP LIMITED
23
PENDAL GROUP LIMITED
24
REA GROUP LIMITED
25
SONIC HEALTHCARE LIMITED

New Rating

Old Rating

Broker

Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Neutral
Neutral
Buy

Macquarie
Morgans
Morgans
UBS
Credit Suisse
Ord Minnett
Ord Minnett
Morgan Stanley
Ord Minnett

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy

Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy

Ord Minnett
Morgans
Morgan Stanley
Ord Minnett
Macquarie
Ord Minnett
Morgan Stanley
Credit Suisse
Ord Minnett
Citi
Credit Suisse
UBS
Credit Suisse
Morgan Stanley
Morgan Stanley
Ord Minnett

Target Price
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
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Order Symbol
Company
1
GNC GRAINCORP LIMITED
2
WBC WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION
3
NAB NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED
4
AGL AGL ENERGY LIMITED
5
SHL SONIC HEALTHCARE LIMITED
6
SUN SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED

New TargetPrevious
10.232
25.486
33.421
8.848
39.397
13.811

Target Change Recs
9.356
9.36% 5
24.643
3.42% 7
32.843
1.76% 7
8.724
1.42% 5
39.113
0.73% 6
13.806
0.04% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
REA REA GROUP LIMITED
2
MQG MACQUARIE GROUP LIMITED
3
JDO JUDO CAPITAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
4
CSR CSR LIMITED
5
COF CENTURIA OFFICE REIT
6
XRO XERO LIMITED
7
HLS HEALIUS LIMITED
8
LOV LOVISA HOLDINGS LIMITED
9
CTD CORPORATE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
10
GPT GPT GROUP

New TargetPrevious Target Change Recs
147.529
162.193
-9.04% 7
202.500
218.833
-7.46% 6
2.267
2.417
-6.21% 3
6.292
6.597
-4.62% 6
2.407
2.507
-3.99% 3
116.333
120.767
-3.67% 6
4.993
5.168
-3.39% 6
22.170
22.642
-2.08% 5
27.433
27.957
-1.87% 6
5.376
5.476
-1.83% 5

Earning Forecast
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
XRO XERO LIMITED
2
ECX ECLIPX GROUP LIMITED
3
JDO JUDO CAPITAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
4
OML OOH!MEDIA LIMITED
5
VEA VIVA ENERGY GROUP LIMITED
6
WPL WOODSIDE PETROLEUM LIMITED
7
PDL PENDAL GROUP LIMITED
8
TPG TPG TELECOM LIMITED
9
NWS NEWS CORPORATION
10
QBE QBE INSURANCE GROUP LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
39.691
7.139
455.97% 6
37.700
25.467
48.03% 3
1.000
0.767
30.38% 3
8.957
6.990
28.14% 3
22.613
18.797
20.30% 6
448.432
402.511
11.41% 5
52.517
47.433
10.72% 5
18.750
17.180
9.14% 5
120.697
112.243
7.53% 4
89.792
83.729
7.24% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
BWX BWX LIMITED
2
CTD CORPORATE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
3
MQG MACQUARIE GROUP LIMITED
4
SIG
SIGMA HEALTHCARE LIMITED
5
AGL AGL ENERGY LIMITED
6
AUB AUB GROUP LIMITED
7
ING INGHAMS GROUP LIMITED
8
QAN QANTAS AIRWAYS LIMITED
9
SUN SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED
10
DOW DOWNER EDI LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
8.100
12.733
-36.39% 3
10.950
14.267
-23.25% 6
1056.517 1152.950
-8.36% 6
1.990
2.165
-8.08% 4
39.955
43.155
-7.42% 5
91.800
97.467
-5.81% 3
13.580
14.380
-5.56% 5
-68.175
-64.612
-5.51% 6
65.086
67.514
-3.60% 7
29.550
30.350
-2.64% 5

Technical limitations
If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Uranium Week: A Tale Of Two Markets
While volatility grips global financial markets, utilities continue to ignore the uranium spot market and
concentrate on securing term supply contracts.
-Spot market hit by general volatility
-Term market actions remains buoyant
-Signs of increasing short and long term demand
By Greg Peel
Global financial markets remained volatile last week on fears of central bank inflation-busting sending
economies into recession – more particularly Europe, which is suffering most from Ukraine fallout, but also the
US, while Chinese lockdowns weigh on the world’s second largest economy.
Given uranium has become a plaything of financial speculators, any widespread financial market fear is finding
its way into the spot uranium market. Industry consultant TradeTech’s weekly spot price indicator fell
-US$4.75 last week to US$50.00/lb.
Only five transactions were completed in the spot market last week, totalling 500,000lbs U3O8 equivalent.
While TradeTech’s spot price indicator has declined over -22% in the last month, it remains up 9% so far in 2022
and is up approximately 64% from a year ago.
Conspicuous in its absence last week was speculator-in-chief, the Sprott Physical Uranium Trust, which having
been responsible for the bulk of the buying coming into 2022 has not been seen in the market since the end of
April.
Weakness in spot market pricing is not, however, being reflected in uranium term market pricing. Actual
uranium users are not interested in playing spot market games, rather they are urgently focused on securing
reliable supply across mid and longer term contract periods, with the threat of bans on Russian uranium
exports still looming large.
Utilities, like everyone else, are also facing increasing escalation in the cost of fuel, supplies, labour and
material in order to operate their plants.
More than 1mlbs of uranium was contracted in the mid-term delivery window by a variety of parties last week,
TradeTech reports. The consultant’s mid-term price indicator remains at a stubborn premium over spot at
US$61.00/lb. The long-term indicator remains at US$52.00/lb.
Another Player
Kazakh-based fund manager Agraga last week reported the completion of the first round of funding for its
uranium fund, ANU Energy, through a private placement valued at more than US$74m. This is US$24m more
than initially planned, due to additional investments by one of the investment companies held by
Samruk-Kazyna, Kazakhstan's sovereign wealth fund.
Kazakh state-controlled uranium producer Kazatomprom has entered into an agreement to serve as a key
uranium supplier to ANU Energy, and also act as an investor.
All very cosy.
Under ANU Energy’s supply agreement with Kazatomprom, the first full U3O8 delivery was made to the fund on
May 12.
Demand Side
The UK government last week announced a GBP120m fund designed to accelerate new nuclear technologies
while encouraging new players into the market. The Future Nuclear Enabling Fund will help to realise the
government's ambition to approve eight new reactors by 2030, as committed within the British Energy Security
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Strategy in April.
In South Korea, new president Yoon Suk-yeol remains committed to a campaign pledge to strengthen the
nation's nuclear power sector and reverse the nuclear phase-out agreed by his predecessor.
As a result, the government said last week that construction of two reactor units at the Shin Hanul Nuclear
Power Plant would start in 2025, and an application would be made next year so that Kori Unit 2 can be
operated beyond its service life. It also plans to adapt laws and national plans so that older nuclear power
plants can remain in service longer.
Uranium companies listed on the ASX:
ASX CODE LAST PRICE % MOVE 52WK HIGH 52WK LOW P/E CONSENSUS TARGET UPSIDE/DOWNSIDE
BKY
0.0000
0.00% $0.64
$0.00
BMN
0.0000
0.00% $0.44
$0.00
BOE
0.0000
0.00% $3.10
$0.00
$3.200
ERA
0.3000
0.00% $0.58
$0.00
PDN
0.6700
0.00% $1.12
$0.00
-71.3 $1.000
49.3%
PEN
0.1700
0.00% $0.35
$0.00
VMY
0.1800
5.88% $0.33
$0.00
$0.210
16.7%

Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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The Short Report - 19 May 2022
See Guide further below (for readers with full access).
Summary:
By Greg Peel
Week Ending May 12, 2022.
Last week saw the ASX200 fall -3.7% as support from rising commodity prices in the face of interest rate
impacts turned around on Chinese lockdowns. News that Shanghai now has a reopening timetable buoyed the
market this week, up until today.
Despite the heavy fall we note the table below is mostly red, although only two stocks shorted by 5%-plus saw
position changes of one percentage point or more last week.
Shorts in Betmakers Technology ((BET)) rose to 16.6% from 13.8%. See below.
Laramide Resources ((LAM)) jumped into the table three weeks ago without an obvious reason, but I assumed
being Canada-based and listed not just in Toronto and here, but on various other global exchanges, there was
likely a cross-border arbitrage at play.
Laramide fell out of the table last week from 7.5% shorted.
In last week’s Report I highlighted several stocks that had appeared in the bottom of the table and the likely
thinking behind shorters’ positions. Last week all of AGL Energy ((AGL)), Lendlease ((LLC)), City Chic Collective
((CCX)), BWX ((BWX)) and Bega Cheese ((BGA)) fell back out again.
This does not represent an ASIC data blip nonetheless, as they all fell into the 4% range so what we’re seeing
is a lot of churn at the low end.
Last week the low end of the table welcomed back Magellan Financial ((MGF)), Pinnacle Investments ((PNI))
and Humm Group ((HUM)), along with Pro Medicus ((PME)), Chalice Mining ((CHN)) and De Grey Mining ((DEG)).
Weekly short positions as a percentage of market cap:
10%+
FLT
BET
NAN
PNV
EML

17.5
16.6
12.3
10.9
10.0

In: EML
9.0-9.9
WEB, KGN, APX, AMA, RRL
In: APX, AMA, RRL

Out: EML

8.0-8.9%
Z1P, PBH, ING, MSB
In: PBH

Out: AMA, APX, RRL

7.0-7.9%
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SQ2, OBL, CUV
In: CUV

Out: LAM

6.0-6.9%
NEA, VUL, TYR, DUB, MP1
In: DUB, MP1

Out: CUV

5.0-5.9%
IEL, PDN, ANN, ADH, BOQ, MFG, RBL, PNI, NHC, TPW, CHN, HUM, PME, DEG
In: MFG, PNI, CHN, HUM, PME, DEG
Out: MP1, DUB, AGL, LLC, CCX, BWX, BGA
Movers & Shakers
Betmakers Technology predominantly provides analytic software to bookies to inform their operations, but also
provides fixed-odds betting. Last week the company announced “momentous” news, being its first fixed-odd
betting being launched, in New Jersey.
The market was underwhelmed.
Betmakers’ share price has fallen -39% since last April. The stock is not covered by FNArena database brokers
but one might presume either the shorters have an issue with the increasingly crowded online betting space, or
they are backing another horse or horses on the long side against their shorts in Betmakers.
There are plenty to choose from in the sector. At 16.5% shorted, up from 13.8%, Betmakers is knocking on the
door of the most heavily shorted stock for some time, Flight Centre ((FLT)) on a stubborn 17.5%.
ASX20 Short Positions (%)
Code Last Week Week Before Code Last Week Week Before
ALL

0.0

0.1

NAB

0.9

0.7

ANZ

0.6

0.7

NCM

0.8

0.9

BHP

0.3

0.3

RIO

0.6

0.6

CBA

0.6

0.6

STO

0.2

0.2

COL

0.5

0.5

TCL

0.9

1.2

CSL

0.2

0.2

TLS

0.2

0.2

FMG

1.7

1.7

WBC

1.4

1.4

GMG

0.3

0.2

WES

0.6

0.5

JHX

0.5

0.5

WOW

0.3

0.4

MQG

0.4

0.2

WPL

1.8

1.6

To see the full Short Report, please go to this link
Guide:
The Short Report draws upon data provided by the Australian Securities & Investment Commission (ASIC) to
highlight significant weekly moves in short positions registered on stocks listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX). Short positions in exchange-traded funds (ETF) and non-ordinary shares are not included.
Short positions below 5% are not included in the table below but may be noted in the accompanying text if
deemed significant.
Please take note of the Important Information provided at the end of this report. Percentage amounts in this
report refer to percentage of ordinary shares on issue.
Stock codes highlighted in green have seen their short positions reduce in the week by an amount sufficient
to move them into a lower percentage bracket. Stocks highlighted in red have seen their short positions
increase in the week by an amount sufficient to move them into a higher percentage bracket. Moves in excess
of one percentage point or more are discussed in the Movers & Shakers report below.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS REPORT
The above information is sourced from daily reports published by the Australian Investment & Securities
Commission (ASIC) and is provided by FNArena unqualified as a service to subscribers. FNArena would like to
make it very clear that immediate assumptions cannot be drawn from the numbers alone.
It is wrong to assume that short percentages published by ASIC simply imply negative market positions held by
fund managers or others looking to profit from a fall in respective share prices. While all or part of certain
short percentages may indeed imply such, there are also a myriad of other reasons why a short position might
be held which does not render that position “naked” given offsetting positions held elsewhere. Whatever
balance of percentages truly is a “short” position would suggest there are negative views on a stock held by
some in the market and also would suggest that were the news flow on that stock to turn suddenly positive,
“short covering” may spark a short, sharp rally in that share price. However short positions held as an offset
against another position may prove merely benign.
Often large short positions can be attributable to a listed hybrid security on the same stock where traders
look to “strip out” the option value of the hybrid with offsetting listed option and stock positions. Short
positions may form part of a short stock portfolio offsetting a long share price index (SPI) futures portfolio – a
popular trade which seeks to exploit windows of opportunity when the SPI price trades at an overextended
discount to fair value. Short positions may be held as a hedge by a broking house providing dividend
reinvestment plan (DRP) underwriting services or other similar services. Short positions will occasionally need
to be adopted by market makers in listed equity exchange traded fund products (EFT). All of the above are
just some of the reasons why a short position may be held in a stock but can be considered benign in share
price direction terms due to offsets.
Market makers in stock and stock index options will also hedge their portfolios using short positions where
necessary. These delta hedges often form the other side of a client's long stock-long put option protection
trade, or perhaps long stock-short call option (“buy-write”) position. In a clear example of how published
short percentages can be misleading, an options market maker may hold a short position below the implied
delta hedge level and that actually implies a “long” position in that stock.
Another popular trading strategy is that of “pairs trading” in which one stock is held short against a long
position in another stock. Such positions look to exploit perceived imbalances in the valuations of two stocks
and imply a “net neutral” market position.
Aside from all the above reasons as to why it would be a potential misconception to draw simply conclusions
on short percentages, there are even wider issues to consider. ASIC itself will admit that short position data is
not an exact science given the onus on market participants to declare to their broker when positions truly are
“short”. Without any suggestion of deceit, there are always participants who are ignorant of the regulations.
Discrepancies can also arise when short positions are held by a large investment banking operation offering
multiple stock market services as well as proprietary trading activities. Such activity can introduce the
possibility of either non-counting or double-counting when custodians are involved and beneficial ownership
issues become unclear.
Finally, a simple fact is that the Australian Securities Exchange also keeps its own register of short positions.
The figures provided by ASIC and by the ASX at any point do not necessarily correlate.
FNArena has offered this qualified explanation of the vagaries of short stock positions as a warning to
subscribers not to jump to any conclusions or to make investment decisions based solely on these unqualified
numbers. FNArena strongly suggests investors seek advice from their stock broker or financial adviser before
acting upon any of the information provided herein.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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In Brief: Election Weekend, Travel Industry,
Fuel Retailers
Weekly Broker Wrap: all eyes on the Federal Election, travel industry takes flight, strong fuel margins.
-Housing initiatives emerge as key election decider, neither major takes stance on inflationary pressures
-Travel industry recovery strengthens, but Australia continues to lag international peers
-Fuel retailers continue to benefit from high margins in a tight supply market
By Danielle Austin
Federal election key to national fiscal outlook
With the Federal election coming this weekend, the consequent result has loomed over the week. While latest
polls have the Labor Party as the preferred of the two major parties by a margin of just 5.5%, market analysts
are predicting dissatisfaction with major parties will see a decline in primary votes for both Labor and the
Coalition which could see preference flows take greater precedence in this election.
With little in the way of concrete policy or reforms to separate the majors, fiscal decisions have come into
focus with minimum wage increases and housing policies emerging as key issues in recent weeks. Notably, both
major parties have taken a pro-cyclical stance to fiscal policy and neither intends to address inflationary
pressures, meaning the market should expect cash rate rises and inflation to persist in the coming two years.
With a decision on a potential increase to the minimum wage from the Fair Work Commission due in June, the
Labor Party has backed a 5% increase to the minimum wage to match inflation of 5.1%. A minimum wage
increase in line with inflation would be the largest increase in the past decade, with previous minimum wage
increases ranging from 1.8-3.5%, and Morgan Stanley analysts highlight that not only would this increase impact
on the 20% of jobs directly linked to the minimum wage, but also lift wider wage and inflation expectations.
However, as noted by Citi, the government has little influence on award wages despite support from the Labor
Party.
Both majors have proposed schemes to support the housing market, with the Labor Party committing to a
shared equity scheme that would see the government hold a 30-40% stake in properties for up to 10,000 first
home buyers annually, while the Coalition has proposed allowing first home buyers to access up to 40% of their
superannuation balances, to a maximum of $50,000, to put towards the purchase of a home. Analysts atiti
noted the Coalitions approach will likely further support elevated house prices and boost housing demand,
softening the house price declines anticipated over the coming two years.
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Australian travel industry
The domestic travel industry outlook has undergone strong recovery in recent months, as pent-up demand
coupled with the northern hemisphere summer holiday season and milder than anticipated impacts from the
Omicron variant support a rebound for the industry.
Domestic recovery continues to outpace international, with JP Morgan reporting domestic revenues reached
67% of pre-covid levels in March, but Australia Pacific continues to lag behind international recovery levels
achieved by other regions as a result of prolonged border closures. The broker notes outbound international
travel from Australia has demonstrated a significant increase since mid-February, while inbound travel has
seen a slower but steady recovery.
Domestic fuel retailers leveraged to tight market supply and aviation benefits
In a flow-on effect, recovery in the travel industry has also benefitted domestic fuel retailers with exposure to
the aviation industry as demand for jet fuel increases. Analysts from Credit Suisse highlights Viva Energy
((VEA)) in particular as a beneficiary of the trend given its greater exposure, with the aviation market in March
recovering to 57% of the corresponding pre-covid monthly level.
Market analysts also continue to point to the benefits available to Australian fuel retailers amid European
market disruptions and export restrictions from China, suggesting data points to a 1.8 cents per litre increase
to ULP-diesel retail fuel margins in the second quarter. With Europe continuing to seek alternatives to Russian
imports it has looked to the Asian market for supply, but China’s restrictions on gas and diesel exports are
driving an ongoing tight market. Market conditions have driven a sharp spike in refiner margins, supporting
earnings growth for retailers, and while Credit Suisse anticipates the current environment will support
elevated refiner margins through to the end of the year, this is largely dependent on how demand from Europe
and China weakens over the year.
Viva Energy reported total volumes increase of 9% year-on-year in its first quarter, with further recovery in
aviation expected to boost commercial volumes through the remainder of the year. The company’s greater
exposure to both the aviation industry and refiner margins gives it the edge over competitor Ampol ((ALD))
according to Credit Suisse, for whom Viva Energy remains the sector pick. While Ampol is less leveraged to
these trends, with only 17% of the company’s FY19 volumes coming from aviation fuel compared to Viva
Energy’s 33%, the broker still expects Ampol will benefit.
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Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Treasure Chest: Mining Services Undervalued
Jarden believes mining services stocks are undervalued while Credit Suisse initiates coverage of mining and
mining services company Mineral Resources.
By Greg Peel
Whose idea is it?
Analysts at Jarden and Credit Suisse.
The subject (1):
Jarden believes the market is currently undervaluing mining sector contractors.
Jarden analysts note mining services companies and the mining companies they service are both trading at
lower valuations than their through-the-cycle averages over the previous commodities cycle.
Jarden compares service companies with a specific basket of mining stocks that it believes experienced similar
commodities cyclicality to the broker’s mining services coverage. The basket contains Newcrest Mining
((NCM)), OZ Minerals ((OZL)), Iluka Resources ((ILU)) and AngloGold Ashanti ((AGG)).
In the previous commodities cycle, this basket traded at a 53% price/earnings (PE) premium to mining services,
but that premium is currently only 3%.
While broadly lower valuations in both types of mining stocks may be reflective of a lower returns environment
this cycle, the broker also thinks the market is failing to capture higher forecast earnings growth for mining
services relative to mining companies, which has led to relatively poor mining services sector share price
performance.
This higher growth means mining service stocks are trading at a price/earnings growth (PEG) multiple of only
1.6x, compared to 12.7x for mining stocks.
Noting that Jarden employs a five-tier rating system (Buy, Overweight, Neutral, Underweight, Sell), the broker
has a Buy rating on Emeco Holdings ((EHL)) with a $1.50 target, Buy on Macmahon Holdings ((MAH)) with a 25c
target, Neutral on Monadelphous Group ((MND)) with a $10.10 target, and Overweight on NRW Holdings
((NWH)) with a $2.50 target.
These stocks are not covered extensively by FNArena database brokers, and the brokers that do cover the
stocks have not updated forecasts since the February result season.
To that end, Macquarie has an Outperform rating on Emeco and Ord Minnett a Buy rating, for a consensus
target price of $1.32.
Macquarie is Outperform on Macmahon with a 30c target.
Five brokers cover Monadelphous, for two Buy (or equivalent) ratings and three Hold. Consensus target $11.40.
Macquarie is Outperform and UBS Buy on NRW, with a $2.40 consensus target.
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The subject (2):
Credit Suisse has initiated coverage of Mineral Resources ((MIN)) with an Outperform rating and a target price
of $73. Mineral Resources is both a mining services company and mining company.
The core mining services division offers services to blue chip miners and has been characterised by
industry-leading retention, growth and margins, and also offers services to its own mining divisions of iron ore
and, more recently, lithium. The company has now moved into gas as well, which Credit Suisse suggests could
become a fourth pillar.
Lithium alone could justify Mineral Resources’ current share price, the broker suggests, given the excitement
being generated over EV demand growth. The company’s own iron ore exposure remains key to driving mining
services volume.
Credit Suisse values the stock using a sum-of-parts model for mining services, and a discounted cash flow
model for commodity exposure.
In initiating with a Buy-equivalent rating, Credit Suisse joins four other FNArena database brokers with Buy or
equivalent ratings for Mineral Resources, with a fifth (Ord Minnett) currently on research restriction.
The consensus target, including Credit Suisse on $73.00, is $69.75.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE, AND DISCLAIMERS
These Terms and Conditions of Use, and Disclaimers constitutes your agreement with FNArena Ltd
with respect to your use of its FNArena website, its weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call,
as well as any other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on its website, or
anywhere else, from time to time.
Please read the contents of this page carefully as it contains important legal information and
disclaimers. By entering and perusing the website, reading the Australian Broker Call, or, if you are
subscriber, by entering the password protected part of the website, you acknowledge that you have
read, understood and accept this agreement.
By accepting this agreement you acknowledge, understand and accept the following:
1. Reference to “FN Arena” and “FNArena” means reference to FNArena Ltd, its journalists,
directors, other employees, affiliates, agents, associates and subsidiaries.
2. FNArena Ltd is the owner of the FN Arena website and brand name.
3. Reference to “we” or “us” is reference to FNArena.
4. Reference to “this website” or the “FNArena website” means reference to www.fnarena.com, and
includes reference to FNArena’s weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call, as well as any
other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on this website, or anywhere else, from
time to time.
5. Reference to “news periodicals” means reference to FNArena’s weekday periodical, Australian
Broker Call, as well as any other periodicals FNArena may publish from time to time on this website,
or anywhere else, from time to time.
6. Reference to “publications” in this agreement means any material, including articles, published or
put in print on the FNArena website, or anywhere else, whatsoever, and includes FNArena’s
weekday periodical, Australian Broker Call, and any other periodicals FNArena may publish from
time to time.
7. Reference to a “visitor” means, you, a visitor to this website, and includes a subscriber to
Australian Broker Call as well as any other publications or periodicals FNArena may, from time to
time, publish through its website.
8. FNArena is a media company which employs financial journalists to report financial news.
FNArena’s journalists perform the required research and collect the information that is, ultimately,
each day, published on this website and in FNArena’s news periodicals. As is obvious, the process by
which the information is collected and delivered to you is a purely journalistic one and, therefore,
the comments, opinions and recommendations FNArena reports on this website are not the
opinions of FNArena or any of its journalist or other employees. FNArena is ONLY and specifically a

matter‐of‐fact reporter of industry signals suggesting price direction probability of some shares.
FNArena simply delivers the information – it does not create it.
9. Although FNArena obtains the information published herein from sources deemed to be reliable,
and given and received in good faith, it cannot and does not guarantee its accuracy. FNArena does
not take any responsibility either for the financial soundness or for the correctness of statement
made or opinion expressed in the data or content reported by FNArena, and cannot and does not
guarantee the reliability and accuracy of the opinions of the brokers whose opinions,
recommendations and forecasts it reports.
10. FNArena publishes this website, all publications and its periodicals strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial, educational and informational purposes of its subscribers only. Our goal
is to provide the subscribers with a convenient starting point of potentially useful, but not
comprehensive, content that can educate or otherwise enhance a visitor’s knowledge base and
frame of reference.
11. FNArena is NOT a stock broker or financial or trading advisor, nor is it an advisory service of any
kind, and no advice or recommendations on investments or trading are made nor implied on this
website. Nothing contained in this website is intended to be, nor shall it be construed as, advice or
recommendation. Any investment or other decisions made by you must be based solely on your own
evaluation of the targeted subject for investment, and your financial circumstances and investment
objectives, and FNArena will not be held liable for any such investments and decisions.
12. It is distinctly understood and accepted that the shares referred to in the FNArena website,
FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals have not been recommended by FNArena. The content
and or any comments found of this website, including the content and/or comments published in
any publication and/or periodicals published by FNArena, do not constitute a recommendation or
endorsement by FNArena with respect to any company, security, share or investment or any
financial or investment product.
13. This website makes no representations, and, to the extent allowed by the law, specifically
disclaims all warranties, express, implied or statutory, regarding the accuracy, timeliness,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose of any material contained in the
website.
14. Before making an investment decision, you must do your own research and rely on your own
examination of the share, and the risk involved, and not on what you read on the FNArena website,
or in any publication or periodical. The content of this website is provided strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial educational and informational purposes only and FNArena shall not be
held liable for any investment decisions, sales or purchase decisions, which you may have made
based on what you have read on this website or in the periodicals published by FNArena from time
to time, or in any other publications FNArena may publish on its website, or anywhere else, from
time to time. Anyone who makes investment decisions based on what they read on this website
does so at their own risk, and agrees that they cannot hold FNArena responsible and/or liable for
any loss whatsoever.

15. It is your responsibility to evaluate the completeness, accuracy and usefulness of any content
made available on this website. If you are unsure, or in doubt about the meaning of any information,
you should consult your financial advisor.
16. FNArena does not guarantee any returns on investments made in any share mentioned on this
website by the visitors. As any investor well knows, any investment opportunity, strategy or concept
involves a degree of risk and investors should not invest any funds unless they can afford to take the
risk of losing their investment. FNArena strongly suggests that you consult your own financial
advisors regarding the soundness of any intended investments, strategies or concepts, and discuss
with such advisor your individual investment needs and goals. You may also wish to consult the
broker who expressed the opinion we have reported on in the news periodicals we publish.
17. FNArena shall not be held liable to any visitor of the FN Arena website, or any reader of its
periodicals and/or publications, or anyone else who may have relied on this website, directly or
indirectly, for any inaccuracies in the printed material found on the FN Arena website, in the
periodicals and/or other publications, any typing errors, omissions, interruptions, timeliness,
completeness, deletions, defects, failure of performance, computer virus, communication line
failures, alterations of, or use of any content herein, regardless of cause, for any loss or damage
resulting therefrom.
18. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to negligence, shall FNArena be liable for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages that result from the use of, or the
inability to use, the FNArena website, and any or the FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals.
19. As a condition of use of the FNArena Website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals, you agree
to indemnify FNArena and all those affiliated with it from and against any and all liabilities, expenses
(including legal costs) and damages arising out of claims resulting from your use of the FNArena
website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals. If you are uncertain about this agreement or the
contents of the FNArena’s website, or are dissatisfied in any shape or from, with the content of the
FNArena website, or any of the publications or periodicals, or you do not agree with these terms and
conditions, your sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue using the FNArena website, FNArena’s
publications and periodicals.
20. FNArena may, from time to time, publish advice, opinions and statements of various third
parties, other than the ten stock brokers, and various other information and content providers.
FNArena does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement
or other information provided by these third parties. Reliance upon any such opinion, advice,
statement, or other information is at your own risk.
21. The FNArena website may contain links and pointers to websites maintained by third parties.
FNArena does not operate or control in any respect any information, products or services on such
third‐party websites. Third party links are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services provided by the third party link
owners or operators. FNArena has no control over any websites that we might link to and does not

take responsibility for their quality, content or suitability.
22. FNArena is not responsible for claims made by advertisers on the FN Arena website or in any of
its periodicals. Such advertisements are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services advertised. FNArena does not
check the accuracy of the statements made by the advertisers. You assume sole responsibility for
the access and use of third party links and pointers from the FN Arena website, as well as any
purchases you may make from those third parties (including advertisers).
23. All the content, information and material made available on this website are provided to you “as
is” and without warranty of any kind from FNArena whether express or implied, including, but not
limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, title, non‐
infringement, security or accuracy, nor does FNArena endorse or take any responsibility for the
accuracy or reliability of any opinion, advise or statement made through the FN Arena website, its
periodicals, or for making good all or part of any loss and/or damage that may have been caused by
the visitor’s reliance on any information, advise, product or service obtained from a linked website.
24. FNArena is not liable for any copyright infringements incurred by any outside content or
information contributors, or by third parties who have links to this website, or advertise on this
website.
25. FNArena reserves the right to make any and all changes to the FN Arena website, including the
publications and periodicals, at its sole discretion without notice to you. FNArena reserves the right
to deny access to this website or its information to anyone at any time.
26. This agreement shall be deemed to include all other notices, policies, disclaimers, and other
terms contained in the FNArena website, provided, however, that in the event of a conflict between
such other terms and the terms of this agreement, the terms of this agreement shall prevail.
27. FNArena shall have the right, at its discretion, to change, modify, add or remove terms of this
agreement at any time. Changes shall be effective immediately. Notification of any such changes
shall be made herein, therefore, you are strongly advised to read these terms each time you wish to
access the FN Arena website or any periodical.
28. No permission is granted to copy, distribute, modify, post or frame any text, graphics, video,
audio, software code, or viewer interface design or logos. The entire FNArena website, including the
publications and periodicals, is subject to copyright with all rights
reserved. The information contained in the website, including the publications and periodicals, shall
not be published, rewritten for broadcast or publication or redistributed in any medium, or for any
other reason whatsoever, without prior written permission from FNArena.
29. All original content is the copyrighted property of FNArena.
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